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1, INTXCODUCTION 
Let F be a field of characteristic 0, R = F[X, Y]. We investigate the 
structure of the group aut, R of all automorphisms of R fixing F elementwise. 
The filtration M = (X, Y) 3 M2 3, M33 .*. of R induces a descending 
seriesA,r>Aa3 ..* of normal subgroups of aut, R. In Section 2 we determine 
the structure of the quotients An/A,+, . Each such group is isomorphic 
with a direct sum of n + 3 copies of the additive group of F. It was proved 
in [I] that the sequence A, > A, > 1.~ is a descending central series of A, . 
We show in Section 3 that the series A, > A, > .*. is, in a sense, arbitrarily 
close to the lower central series of A,, and we conjecture that equality 
holds. Similarly, the commutator subgroups A,’ can be shown to be arbi- 
trarily close to A,, . In Section 4 we consider the rings Ra of all polynomials 
left fixed by 1 fa~A,. We show that either Ra = F or R”l = F[fo] for 
some nonconstant irreducible polynomialf, . In our final Section 5 we collect 
a few additional observations and state some open questions. 
The notation is standard. We consistently write maps on the right. The 
symbols D, and D, denote formal partial differentiation with respect to 
X and Y, respectively. 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF Aut,F[X, Y] 
Let F be a field and consider R = F[X, Y]. The maximal ideal M 
generated by X and Y induces a filtration R = MO 2 M3 A421 1-n. We 
denote by autF R the set of all (ring) automorphisms of R fixingF elementwise. 
Let A, = (a E aut, R: Ma C M}. Then A, is a subgroup of autr R and 
henceforth we confine our attention to A,, . We have gnaw C Mn for all n. 
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The maps yIL: A, -+ autp ~~~~*l defined by (f + ~n+l)(ff~~) = 
f~+M*+l for fel?, BEAM, are group homomorphisms for each n. We 
define A, = ker vs. It is easy to see that A, = {a E A,: Xol - X E Mn+l 
and Yol - YE &P+l), and A, > A, > A, > .‘. is a descending series of 
normal subgroups of A, with fiz=, A, = (1). 
The additive group of M is in a natural way a vector space over F and 
horn&W, M) has the structure of an F-algebra under the usual operations. 
If 01 E A, then the map .$ == .z - I is an element of hom,(M, M). 
LEMMA. lf ruEA and f = 01- 1 thenfor aUftgf.M, 
ffp- 1 = tq+-t+$-117. (2.2) 
A, = {cx E A,,: M(ol - I) C Mn+l}. (2.3) 
The proof of the lemma is easy and Ieft to the reader. 
Let B be the subgroup of A,, defined as 
B = (a E A,: Xa = a,,X + aizY, Ya = ae,X + az2Y, and det(+) # 0). 
Then 3 is isomorphic to GL(2, F) and A, = B f A, , the product being 
semidirect. Therefore we may fix our attention on the group A, . 
Now each M/M” is a finite dimensional vector space over F under the 
operation a(f + MS) = af + Ms. Let L,+ denote the additive group of 
hom,(M/M”, M/Mm). We examine the structure of Am/Am for 1 < n < 
m < 2n by looking at the map A, j L&, defined by a: t-+ 01- 1 where 
(f+Mm+“)~- 1 =f((~- l)+M m+l. This map is well defined by (2.4), 
a group homomorphism by (2.2)-(2.4), and has kernel A, . This implies 
in particular that AJAm is commutative for 1 < n < m < 2n. 
We use a certain class of automorphisms to study An/Am. If f EF[Z] 
we define y E A, by 
xy = x + bf(aX + bY), Yy = Y - iif(aX + bY), (2.5) 
a and 6 being arbitrary elements of F. Then (ax + bY)y = aX + bY and 
Xy-l = X - bf(aX + by), Yy-l = Y + af(aX + by). 
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It is easy to see that any automorphism of the type (2.5) can be obtained 
from the automorphism OL E A, with Xol = X, Yor = Y + f(X) by conjuga- 
tion with an appropriate automorphism in B. 
From now on we assume that charF = 0. 
We denote by C, the subgroup of Lz,, generated by the images of all 
automorphisms of the type (2.5) under the natural injection &/A,+, + Lz+,z . 
PROPOSITION 2.6. C, is a subvector space of L;f;+, of dimension &z + 3. 
Proof. Clearly C, is a subvector space (and not merely a subgroup) of 
Li+:,2 since the f in (2.5) may be any element of the vector space F[ZJ. 
We produce n + 3 linearly independent functions in C,, . For 
i = l,..., n + 3 consider yi of the type (2.5) defined by 
Xy, = X + b,(a,X + biY)%+l, Yyi = Y - ai(a,X + biY)n+l, 
the ai, bi still to be chosen. If we let & = yi - 1, then 
X& = b,(a,X + biY)“+l, Yti = -a,(a,X + biY)n+l. 
First choose a, = 1, b, = 0 and then choose a2 ,..., an+3 any distinct elements 
ofF and bi = 1 for i = 2,..., n + 3. Suppose we have a dependency relation 
among the images of [r, 5, ,..., tla+s in C, . Lifting back to hom,(M, M) 
we see that there exist dl , d, ,..., dn+$ EF so that 
X(45, + d&s + ... + dn+&+s) E Mnt2, (2.7) 
and 
W&C, + 4&z + ... + dn+&n+J E Mnt2. (23) 
From the definition of the ei’s we obtain from (2.7) 
d,(a,X + Y)n+l + ... + d,+,(a,+,X + Y)n+l = 0. 
By formal partial differentiation with respect to X we obtain 
4&,X + Y)” + ... + a,+34+s(a,+sX + Y)” = 0. 
We continue the partial differentiation with respect to X, and in each 
equation set X = 0, Y = 1. We obtain the system of equations 
4 + ..- + dn+3 = 0, 
4, + -** + an+adn+3 = 0, 
(2.9) 
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Since the determinant of coefficients is a Van der Monde determinant, we 
obtain d, = ... = dn+3 = 0. This together with (2.8) yields dl = 0. So the 
functions are independent, as asserted. 
We wish to show now that C, has dimension exactly n. + 3. To this 
purpose, if 01 is an endomorphism of R define 
det O1 = det [ 
(X4 Dx (X4 DY 
(Ycx) Dx 1 (Y,l) Dy * (2.10) 
It is well known and easy to see that if OL is an automorphism of R then 
det 01 is a nonzero element of F. It is not known whether the converse is 
true. It fails for nonzero characteristic. Reference [3] is devoted to proving 
the converse for F the field of complex numbers. However, the referee 
informs us that, among experts, Engel’s proof is not considered completely 
secured, and specifically he quotes p. 16, lines 9 to 11 as being incorrect 
as it stands. 
THEOREM 2.11. If F has characteristic 0 then the image of A,/A,+1 under 
the natural injection A,IA,+1 + Lz,, is a sub-vector space of dimension n f 3. 
Proof. Suppose 01 E A, . By (2.3), 
xa=x+ c aijXiYj + terms of degree > n + 2, 
i+j=s+l 
YOU = Y + c bijXiYj + terms of degree > n + 2. 
i+j=n+l 
so 
det LY = 1 + c ia&-lYj + c jb,,XiYj-l 
itj=n+l i+j=n+1 
+ terms of degree 3 n + 1 
Since det 01 is a nonzero element of F, 
Thus 
o= c ia&i-lyj + c jb,,Xi Yj-1 
i+i=n+l i+j=12+1 
= i+;, C(i + 1) ai+l,f + (i + 1) bi,j+J XiY’- 
(i + l)ai+l,i + (j + l)bi.i+l = 0 for i+j=n, O<i, j<n. (2.12) 
For ar E A, its image a - 1 E Lz,, is determined by the equations 
-- 
X(a - 1) = C aii5?V, 
-- 
Y(a - 1) = C b,,XiYi. 
i+j=n+l i+j=n+l 
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Let Fn+3 be the vector space of (n + 3)-tuples over F. Define 
It is easily checked that this is a homomorphism from the image of A,/A,+1 
in Lz,, to Fn+3. By (2.12) the map is a monomorphism. This shows the 
image of A,/A,+, in L’ n+P generates a subvector space of dimension at most 
n + 3. Since the image contains C, , (2.6) shows it must be a subvector 
space of Li,, of dimension n + 3. 
COROLLARY 2.13. A,IA,, 1 < n < m < 2n, is isomorphic with the 
additive group of a vector space ovey F of dimension (m - n)(m + n + 5)/2. 
Proof. We induct on m for m > n + 1. For m = n + 1 the corollary 
coincides with (2.11). Consider the exact sequence 
I ~A,/A,+,-A,IA,+1-A,IA,- 1. 
Here &IAm+l is known to be abelian for m + 1 < 2n, and A,/A,+, s 
Ff @ ... @F+ (m + 3 copies). Since char F = 0, A,,JAn2+1 is divisible and 
hence A,/A,+, G (A,/Am+l) @ (A,/&). By induction hypothesis, An/Am 
is isomorphic to the direct sum of (m - n)(m + n + 5)/2 copies of F+, 
hence A,/A,+, is isomorphic to the direct sum of 
(m - n)(m + n + 5)P + (m + 3) = (m + 1 - n)(m + 1 + n + 5)D 
copies of F+. This proves the corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.14. A, is torsion free for all m. 
This is true since A,/A,+, is torsion free and n A, = 1. 
3. CENTRAL SERIES 
It was proved in [l] that the sequence A, > A, > ... is a descending 
central series of A, . We suspect that in fact {A,} is the lower central series 
of A, , i.e., Anfl = [A, , A,], and that A,, = A,‘. We are able to show 
that [A, , A,] is arbitrarily close to A,+1 , and that A,’ is arbitrarily close 
to A,, in a certain sense. Specifically we shall show that Anfl = [A, , A,] . A, 
for all m > 71 + 1 and that A,, = A,’ . A, for all m > 2n. 
For 01 E A, let [a = 01 - 1. As usual [01, /3] = ~-‘fl-‘+I and we put 
[Lx 9 5al = Ls3 - EoS, *
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LEMMA 3.1. For a,/?eAl, &!,8] = [L 3 631 + ~[rr-w]r~a, &I* 
Proof. Easy calculation. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. [A, , A,] CA,+, . 
Proof. Combine (3.1), (2.4) and (2.3). 
This says already that {A,} is a descending central series. We wish to 
show next that A,+, = [A, , Am]An+m+l . This follows immediately from 
&,mIA n+m+l = [A, , A,,JAn+n+l/An+m+l , and this latter equality is 
obtained by showing that these groups have equal images under the natural 
injection into Lz+,,,, . Since the image of An+m/A,+,+l is known to be a 
subvector space of Lz++,,, of dimension n + m + 3 (Theorem 2.1 I), we 
need to produce n + m + 3 commutators whose images in L;t+,,, are 
linearly independent. Several facts will be needed. Let $c+ E At be the map 
defined by Xtolo = X, YtaO = Y + Xtfl. Put &, = t% - 1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Xr-sYst&, - sX~+~+~-~Y~--~ E Mr+zt for 1 < r, 0 < s < r. 
Proof. Put 6 = & . Induct on r. For r = 1, the claim follows from 
Xf = 0, Yt = Xt+l. If s < r then, using (2.1) and (2.4), 
xT+l-sYq = (x.g(x-Yq( + X(X’-SY”)f + (x()(xr-sY”) 
= x(xr-sYqf, 
and 
XT+l-SySE _ sxt+l+T+l-sys-l 
= X((XT-SYS)[ - sx t+r+r-SYS--1) E Ml+r+zt by induction hypothesis. 
Finally, 
yr+Y = (Y5)( Y’f) + (Y&y Yr + Y( Y’f) = xt+y Yq) + xt+lyT + Y( Y’[), 
and 
Yr+y - (r + l)Xt+lYr 
= Xt+l(y’f) + y( y’t _ rXt+lyT-l) E Mt+l+r+t + Ml+r+Bt C MW+l)+Bt, 
by (2.4) and induction hypothesis. 
LEMMA 3.4. MT@, - D,Xt+l) C M7+2t. 
Proof. Both &, and DyXt+l are linear transformations of M, and by 
(3.3) the claim is true for monomials. 
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LEMMA 3.5, Let (y. G At be the map given by Xol = X + (ax + Y)t+l, 
Yol= Y-aa(ax+ Y) t+l. Put 5 = 01- 1. Then 
il!fr(f - (L), - d&)(&X + Y)‘+l) C i14’+Zt. 
Proof. Let r E A,, be the map with XT == uX + Y, YT = X. Then 
X7-l = Y, Y+ = X - aY, a = ~-lp,,~ and 5 = cl&~. Now, for all 
fE:M, 
f7-vl,Xt+% =f( Y, x - UY) D,T(UX + Y)t+l =f(& - uI&.)(ffX + Y)Ql* 
Thus M’([ - (Dx - aD,)(aX + Y)t+l) = IIP,-~(,&, - D,Xt+l)7 C MrfBt 
by (3.4). 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 5, e’, 7,~’ be linear transformations on A4 to M such that 
M%$ C M”+n, My c M-, MV(( - 5’) c M-n; 
Mr rl ) C MT+” MT rl ’ C IWT+m t Mp(~ - 9’) C MT+~~. 
Then &I’([& 71 - [t’, $1) C M(r+l)+“+m C Ma+m+2. 
Proof. 
[4,d - K’, $1 = ET - vt - 5’77’ + $5’ 
= &I - 77’) + (I - 5’h + (q’ - 45 - T’(1 - E’). 
Thus 
MT([[, 77] - [cf’, $1) C Mr+n+am. + n/l~+%m + Mr+2m+n + M~+m+fn 
CM('+l)+n+ntCMn+m-t2. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let ct E A, be the map with Xa = X --f- (ax + Y)fl+l, 
Ya: = Y - a(aX + Y)n+l, and let /I E A, be the map with 
X/3 = X + (bX + Y)yn+l, Y/3 = Y - b(bX + Y)m+l. 
Put 01~ = %~l,, . Then 
M~(f~a,B1 - [(II, - a&)(aX + Y)“+l, (I), - b~~)(bX + Y)“+l]) C Ms+~+~, 
and 
M”(&or,,8, - [DyXnfl, (Dx - bD,)(bX + Y)m+l]) C Mn+m+2. 
Proof. Combine (3.5) with (3.6), and (3.4) with (3.6). 
We are now ready to prove the essential result. 
THEOREM 3.8. A,,, = [Ala f a,] * An+sn+I . 
48112511-3 
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Proof. Consider ol, = n% , (or ,..., a%+2 E A, where 
XIX, = x + (a& -j- Ypl) Yolk = Y - U,(U~X + y)n+1 (I < A! < ?I + 2), 
and consider ,& ,..., /$,++s E A, where 
xj3, = x + (6kX + y)m+1, Ypk = Y - 6,(&x + Yys+l (I < ik < m + 2). 
We choose n, = 6, - 0, all &k different and all b, different. We shall show 
that the A -/- l)b + 3 maps &a,,B,I (1 < k < m 4 3, &,,q (2 d tJs < R 4 -4 
are linearly independent in L$.,,,, . Suppose 
xl&&, z X(L), - b,D,)(&x + Yp+lDyx”+* = (6kX + Y)~*wyXfl+l 
G (m + 1)(6,X + Y)mXn+l mod Mla+nt+2, 
and 
X&cr,,B,j = X(23, - a,D,)(a,X -/- Y)n+lDxYm+l 
- xL&Y’“+yL)~ - a&)(a,X + y)ra+r 
E (n + 1) a,(a,X + Y)nYm+l + (m + 1) akY”(a,X + Y)la+l 
= ak((n + m + 2)Y -+- (m + I> a,X)(a,X + Y)“Ym mod Mla+m+2. 
Thus (1) implies that 
(2) C &(m + l)(W + Y)mXr”+” 
+ c pkak(@ + m 4 2)y + (m + 1) @kX>(akX + ypym = 0. 
We differentiate this equation with respect to X n-times, and each time 
put X = 0 and Y = 1. Since the left sum of (2) contains a factor Xla+r, 
it will not contribute to any of the equations which we obtain in this way. 
The 0-th to n-th derivatives of the right sum of (2) are: 
C pkak(n + m $- 2)(a,X + Y)aYm+l 
+ C f.++aa,2(m + 1) fJ ( :) abcXtilYm+n-t 
t=O 
x pkak2(n + m + 2) n(a,X + Y)lz-lYnz+l 
+ C pxak2(m + 1) ge ( : ) (t -k 1) aktxtym+n-t 
**. 
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c pku;+T(n -+ m + 2) n(n - 1) *I* (n - r + l)(a,X + Yp”ym+’ 
+ c /..q$a,2(m + 1) i 
t=v-1 
( ; ) (t + 1) ..* (t + 2 - Y) aRtXt+l--rYm+n--t 
. . . 
c &&++“(n + m + 2) n!Y”‘l 
+ C pkak2(m + 1) 2 
t=n-1 
(: ) (t + 1) *** (t + 2 - n) altXt+l-nYm+n-t. 
Putting X = 0, Y = 1, we get 
C kwk(n + m + 2) = 0 or t: w, = 0, 
C hak2((n + m + 2)” + (m + 1)) = 0 or C picaha = 0, 
c t~&*~ ( (n +-m + 2) n(n - 1) -a- (n - Y + 1) + (m + 1) i,” Jr!) =o 
or x pKul,+r = 0, 
. . . 
c /..+;++n ((n + m + 2) n! $ (m +- 1) (, ” 1) (n - l)!) = 0 
Iill __ 
We obtained a system of n + 1 homogeneous linear equations for the n + 1 
unknowns pk whose coefficient matrix is clearly nonsingular. Thus p2 = 
I%= .*I = pp+2 = 0. Equation (2) becomes 2 h&,X + Y)” = 0. Here 
we differentiate with respect to I’, and obtain 
c hc(~,X + Y)” = 0, 
..* 
t: ~~rn(rn - 1) *** (m + 1 - r)(b,X + Y)m-T = 0, 
. . . 
c X,?n! = 0. 
PuttingX=l, Y=Oweget 
(3) 
1 
t] h,b,m = 0, ..* 
c X,by = 0, . . . 
c X&k0 = 0. 
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These are m + 1 equations for the m + 2 unknowns h, . An additional 
equation is obtained by evaluating (1) at Y. We get 
c hk(Xn+Gpx - b,D,)(b,X + Y)%a+l + b,(b,X + Y)n”+wyx~‘l) = 0 
or 
c h&n + 1) xnffJ,x + yP+l + (m -+ 1) ~~(~~X + ypx=-ty = 0. 
Putting X = 1, Y = 0 we get C h,$T+“(n + m + 2) = 0 or z X,b;L”+’ = 0. 
This equation together with (3) shows that hi = h, = -.a = &+a = 0, 
We have shown that the images of the commutators [ol, , &j (1 < K < m + 2), 
[Q , Al (2 < k < 8 + 2) in G+;+,+, are linearly independent. It is easy to 
see that the image of [A%, A,] in Lz+,+B is actually a subvector space, 
and the theorem now foIIows as outlined after Proposition 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.9. A,+, = [A, , A,]A, for every k 2 n + m. 
Proof. We apply (3.8) repeatedIy: 
A n+m = EA, > 4nl&+n+~ = I4 9 &II& > An+JAm+~+~ 
= [An, &14n+la+z = ..*a 
COROLLARY 3.10. A,, = A,‘AI, for every k >, 2n, where A,’ is the 
commutator subgroup of A, . 
Proof. n = m in (3.9). 
The group A, has trivial center (as is easily seen) while the intersection 
of the terms 2% of its lower central series is the identity subgroup. We 
will next describe the structure of the factors ,A, = AJAm. We denote 
by Z(G) the center of the group G. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let ,A, = AJAm for m >, n. Tken 
(a) nAm is torsion free. 
(b) =Am’ = 2nAnz if m > 2n and %A,’ = (I) ot~wise. 
(c) .&A,) = m-nA, if m > 2n and .&A,) = ,A, otherwise. 
(d) The terms of the upper central series of ,A, are ,A,, na-nA,, 
m--2n A m 7”. * 
(e) The terms of the lower central series of ,,A, are .A A A r?z~% m,sn ?n7**** 
(f) nA, is nilpotent of class [m/n] ([xl denotes the greatest integer <x). 
(g) The upper and lower central series of ,A, coincide (rmd %A, has 
a unipue central series) if and only in n j m. 
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Proof. (a) Same argument as in (2.14). (b) Immediate consequence of 
(3.8). (c) From (3.9) we obtain A, = [An ,A,-,]A, hence [An, A,-,] C A,. 
Therefore Z(,A,) = ,A, if m - n < 1z or m < 272, and Z(,A,) 1 m-nA, 
if m > 2%. We will show that 01 E A, and aA, E .?&A,) implies that 
a: E A,-, . Let /3 E A, be the map given by X/I = X, Y& = Y + X%+l. Let 
6 = 01- I and 71 = ,B - 1. Since cxA, E .&A,) we have [a, /?I E A, or 
M&X,1 C Mm+r. It is easily calculated that [E, s] = ,/?~&a,ol and therefore 
M[s, 71 = ~~~~~~,~, = M&,,,l C hP*l. In particular, 
(1) -aT = X(h - 77@ = m, 71 c il@-tl. 
Write X.$ = Ci+ja,n! i3 a .XiYj with aid--i + 0 for some i. Then (2) 
X& - Ci+j,d jadjXi+lz+lYj-l E Md+an by (3.3). If m + 1 > d + 2n then it 
follows from (1) and (2) that &ad .ijjX”i+n+lYj-l E Md+$n, and hence 
d + n 3 d + 272, a contradiction. If d + 2n > PZ + 1 then it follows from 
(1) and (2) that Ci+ja,d aijjXi+n+lY+l EI%!P+~, and henced+n >na+ 1 
or d > (m - n) + 1. This says that X~L - X E M(ln-n)+l. Using y E A, with 
Xy = X + Y”+l and Yr = Y we obtain analogously that Ya - Y E AP-n)+1 
and so a: E A,-, . This completes the proof. 
(d) follows immediately from (c), (e) follows from (3.9), and (f) and (g) 
follow from (d) and (e). 
4. FIXED RINGS 
In the whole section we again assume that charF = 0. If 01 is a nonidentity 
automorphism in A, then Q: has infinite order. If we let RN = (fc A?: fa = f>, 
then P is an F-subalgebra of R which coincides with the ring of invariants 
under the cyclic subgroup of A,, generated by a. In this section we prove 
that either Rx = For R”l = F[fJ for some nonconstant irreducible polynomial 
f, in R. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f, g be nonconstant polynomiub in R with g dividing f. 
If ol.sAI mdfa =f thmggoc =g. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume g is an irreducible 
factor of f. The image under 01 of an irreducible polynomial must be 
irreducible. So a! permutes the irreducible factors of f and we obtain a 
homomorphism of (a) into the symmetric group on the set of irreducible 
factors off. Since the latter group is finite, there is a nontrivial kernel, 
in particular, ga” = g for some n > 0. 
SupposegEM’butg$M@r,i>l.Set~=o:-l.ThenO=g(cL”- I)= 
(;)(gS) + (~)(g[“) + *.* + (z)(gP) andgfk E MiEk C Mi+” C Mi+z for k 2 2 
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by (2.4). So g[ E IJF+~. But now for k 3 1, (g&? E Mi+2+k C J%P+~ and, as 
above, g[ E Mi+3. So we see that gf E fly=, Mi = (0), i.e., gor = g. 
LEMMA 4.2. If 01 E A, , a: # 1, and Ra # F then Ra has transcendence 
degree one over F. 
Proof. Ra # F implies the transcendence degree is at least one. Suppose 
it is two. Then X satisfies an algebraic equation over Ra. So there exists a 
polynomial p E R#[Z] with p(X) = 0. But then p(X&) = 0 for all k and, 
since p has finitely many roots, there exists an n so that XG = X. By the 
proof of (4.1), Xa = X. Similarly, Yol = Y and so 01 = 1, contradiction. 
This lemma implies that each 01 E A, is determined by its effect on any 
two algebraically independent polynomials. 
The following proposition was communicated to us by the referee 
together with an outline of the proof. The main theorem will then follow 
at once. We are grateful to the referee for pointing out this improvement 
of our original derivation. 
THEOREM 4.3. If R = F[X, ,..., X,] is a polynomial ring over the field F 
and K is a jield such that F C K C F(X, ,..., X,) with K/F of transcendence 
degree one, then either R fl K = F or R n K is a polynomial ring in one 
variable over F. 
Proof. If R* = R n K = F there is nothing to prove. So suppose 
R* #F. By the generalized Liiroth theorem (see, for example, Nagata, 
Nagoya Math. J. 29 (1967), 87) the field of quotients of R* is a simple 
transcendental extension of F, say F(t). Notice that R* is integrally closed 
and every unit of R* is in F. By [6, Theorem 571, R* is the intersection 
of valuation domains of F(t) over F. By [6, Theorem 661, such a valuation 
domain is either V(f) = F[t](,, f or some irreducible f EF[t], or else 
V(t-l) = F[t-l](,-1) . 
Case I. R* q V(t-l). We shall show that 
R* = (-) VWf is irreducible} = F[t]. 
So suppose g E F[t] is irreducible and R* q V(g). Then, clearly, g-l, g E V(f) 
for all f not associate with g. Since R* is the intersection of such valuation 
rings we obtain that g-l, g E R*, a contradiction. 
Case II. R* C V(t-l). Notice that 
V(t-l) = {g/h: g, h EF[t] and dg(g) < dg(h)}. 
Consider two non-associate, irreducible elements g, h EF[t]. If d = dg(g) 
and e = dg(h) then it is easily seen that gelha and hd/ge belong to V(t-l) 
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and to each V(f) different from V(g) and V(h). Hence R* is contained 
either in V(g) or V(h) or else ge/hd is a nonconstant unit of R* which is 
impossible, It follows that R* is contained in all but one of the valuation 
domains V(g). Let V(f) be the exceptional domain. Then 
R* = Cgif “: g E FPI and &(g) < k &.~)I. 
Write t = Y/S, Y, s E A, (Y, s) = 1, and Iet f(t) = a, f a,t + ‘.* + a,t”. 
Since 1,/f(t) = p E R, we obtain sm = $(a,,.~ + a1sm-4 + ... + a,+). It 
follows that I/‘(t) = p = sm and 
up + UIPIY + ... + U,Y” = 1. 
Here the left side is homogeneous in r and s and therefore factors into 
linear terms UY .+ 6s over the algebraic closure of F. It follows that ar + bs = 1 
is solvable for a, b in the algebraic closure of F. But this is a system of linear 
equations with coefficients in F, and has therefore a solution in F. So suppose 
ur+bs = 1, a, b EF. 
Then l/ut + b = sjar + bs --_I s E R*. Hence s = g/f” = gskm, which 
implies vz = k = g = 1. Since st = a-‘( 1 - bs) it follows readily that 
R* = F[s]. This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose F has characteristic 0, 01 E A, , 01 # 1, with 
R” f F. Then there is an iyre~u~~b~e ~0~~0~~~~ f. E R such that fiol = F[fof. 
Proof. Let K be the quotient field of RW in F(X, Y). Then K has tran- 
scendence degree one over F by (429, and by (4.3) Ra = R n R = F[f@] 
for some f0 E Ra. The polynomial f. is irreducible by (4.1). 
We could not decide whether the fixed ring of some automorphism can 
just be the field F. It also seems interesting to know which poIynomials 
f. can occur as the generators of fixed rings Ra. 
5. REMARKS 
In the previous section we considered the fixed rings Ra for a E A, . 
Conversely, we may consider the sets A, = {a E A,: fm = f} for f E R. The 
following facts are easily verified: 
(5.1) A, is a subgroup of A, . 
(5.2) /3-1Af/3 = A, for each p E A, . 
(5.3) If 01, /3 are non-identity elements of A, , f $F, then P = Rfi. 
If Ra = RB = F[fO] then A, = AfO. 
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By (5.3) we only need to consider groups AyO with f. E M and f0 irreducible. 
For each polynomialf, , A,@ = {a E A,: Rar = F[fo]} u (1). 
(5.4) If A, n A, =# 1 then A, = A,. If both f and g are in M and 
irreducible then f - g (associates). 
The following result follows at once from (5.2) and (5.4) using that /3 E A, 
and fp --f implies that fp = f. 
(5.5) If 1 + LY. E A, and ,&%Y/~G A, for /3 E A, then @ E A,, In par- 
ticular, A, contains the centralizer of each of its elements, and A, is its own 
normalizer. 
This is what we are able to say in general. We will next have a look at 
the prime example Ax. 
(5.6) Ax is isomorphic with the direct sum of countably many copies 
of the additive group of F, and is a maximal abelian subgroup of A, . 
To what degree is the structure of Ax typical ? Is each A, , f $F, com- 
mutative! Of course, the conjugates &Axa! = Axcc share the structure 
of Ax. If Ra = F[f&], fa EM, then is Afe conjugate to Ax? 
Every ac E aut, R induces a “polynomial map” G on the a&ne space F2 
onto itself defined by E: F2 -+ F2: (a, b)& = (Xol(a, b), YIX(U, b)). Let ‘C’(f), 
f E R, denote the algebraic curve of all points (a, b) satisfying f(a, b) = 0. 
The following fact is easily checked: 
(5.7) V(f)g = V(fa-I) for each fe R and OL E aut, R. 
From now on we assume that F is algebraically closed. We clarify the 
connection between polynomials left fixed by a: E A, and aIgebraic curves 
mapped into themselves by z 
(5.8) Let f be a nonconstant polynomial, and ol, E A,. Then fa = f 
if and only if V(f)& C V(f). 
Proof. If fa = f then it follows at once from (5.7) that V(f)c = V(f). 
Suppose V(f)& C V(f). By (5.7) I/($X-1) C V(f). By Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz 
f& / f” for some n. Let fk be the irreducible factors off- Then fia - fj 
for some j. Hence there is a natural number m such that fiam - fi for all i. 
By an earlier remark fi@ = fa and hence fia = f*. Sofa = f. 
COROLLARY 5.9. If 1 # 01 E A, and V(f)E C v(f) thes tE maps each 
i~e~uci~~e com~ne~t of V(f) onto itself. Furthe~mo7e, f = ( fO + cl) 1.. ( fO + clc) 
where Ra = F[fJ and ci EF. 
Propositions (5.8) and (5.9) say that any polynomiai map arising from 
some a! E A, will either map no algebraic curve into itself or else there is 
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a family of irreducible nonintersecting algebraic curves V(fs + c) which 
cover the plane and are all mapped onto themselves. 
If OL E A, then U: leaves V(X) pointwise fixed. We observe the following 
fact : 
(5.10) The algebraic curve V(f) is left pointwise fixed by ol (where 
01 E A,) if and only if f j (XLY - X, YOU - Y)“. 
Using (5.8) we obtain 
(5.11) If o1 E A, and (Xa - X, Yol - Y) # 1 then 
(Xa - x, ya - Y) = (fo + Cl) ... (fo + Ck) 
where Ra = F&J and ci EF. In particular, (Xol - X, Yor - Y) E RN. 
If Ra # F, does 01 necessarily leave some curve pointwise fixed, i.e., 
does it follow that (Xa - X, Yol - Y) # 1 ? If this question has an affir- 
mative answer then it is very easy to exhibit automorphisms 01 EAT with 
Ra = F. Using a deeper theorem of algebraic geometry [2, Theorem 8, 
p. 2931 the following can be shown: 
(5.12) If I # a E A, and G maps an irreducible algebraic curve of 
genus >I into itself then some power of & leaves the curve pointwise fixed. 
This suggests an investigation of the genus of V(f) for F[f] = Ra for 
some 01 E A, . If En fixes V(f) pointwise, does E already fix V(j) pointwise ? 
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